
Activity: How do Eclipses Work?
What Is is About? 
The Moon and Sun each appear to be about 1/2 degree across in the sky. That is about the 
width of your pinky finger when held at arm’s-length. Earth is unique in all the Solar 
System having a moon that appears to be almost exactly the same size as the Sun. 

How is this possible when our Moon is only 1/400th the size of the Sun? It is because the 
Moon is also 400 times closer! is wonderful coincidence coupled with the fact that the 
Moon orbits in about the same plane as the Earth allows us to see total solar eclipses 
every year or two. But how, exactly do eclipses work? 

Materials 
• Meterstick

• Binder clips 

• 1-inch ball 

• 1/4-inch bead 

• Long wooden toothpicks  

Set Up 
• Put the Earth ball on the end of a long toothpick. Clamp the other end of the tooth 

pick to the yard stick near one end (at the 10 cm mark). How large is the real 
Earth? It’s 12.7 million meters in diameter. The Earth ball in the kit is one inch in 
diameter (~2.5 cm). That means that one cm = 5 million meters in our model.

• How large is the real Moon? It’s about 3.5 million meters in diameter, about 1/4 
the Earth’s diameter. On our scale the Moon is a bit less than a centimeter (7 mm). 
Attach the Moon bead to the end of another toothpick.

• How far away is the Moon? The actual Moon is about 384.4 million meters away 
from Earth (that’s about 30 Earth diameters). In our model that is 77 cm away. 
Clamp the Moon toothpick at the 87 cm mark. You now have a scale model of the 
Earth—Moon system.  

Earth and Moon to scale



Activities 
• We need the Sun* to make our model work! On a sunny day, take the 

eclipse yardstick model outside with a friend.  

• Turn your back to the Sun—you are using the real Sun in this model—to 
play with the shadows of Earth ball and Moon bead.  

• Hold the meterstick model up with the Earth ball closest to you (but out of 
your shadow).  

• Have your friend hold her hand or an index card behind the Moon so that 
you can find the shadow of the Moon as a tiny dot.  

• Can you make an eclipse of the Moon? Move the yardstick model until the 
Moon bead is covered by the shadow of the Earth ball. at’s a lunar eclipse!  

• Can you make an eclipse of the Sun? at happens when the Moon is between 
the Sun and Earth, and the Moon casts its shadow on the Earth.  

• Turn the yardstick model around so the Moon bead is closest to you. Slowly 
adjust the position of the Moon until its shadow falls on the Earth ball. You 
have just created a total solar eclipse!  

• Trade places with your friend, and let her make eclipses.  

* On a cloudy day, a bright light in a darkened room is a poor, but acceptable substitute  
for doing this outside with the real Sun.  


